
Term 2 

Implementation: Scheme of Learning 

Subject: English                         Year:  7                        Unit Title: Gothic Gurus     

Summary of unit:  

Key questions: What makes Gothic different from other genres of writing? What are Gothic cliches? Can I explain Gothic character strereotypes? What 
can a writer do to make a character seem scary? How can I use language to create a gothic character? Can I identify and explain Gothic symbols and 
writers’ use of imagery in Gothic texts? Can I create my own piece of descriptive writing using symbols and imagery? Can I identify and explain the 
effect of sentences in gothic writing? Can I create a gothic setting using language for effect? How do writers use punctuation for effect and can I use 
punctuation for effect? How do writers use structure to create tension? Guided reading and analysis of The Raven and The Tell-Tale Heart – what are 
the main events, what makes them gothic and how is tension created?  

Pupils will be encouraged to read for pleasure and to challenge themselves with library lessons taking place once every fortnight. They will also be 
completing a speaking and listening assessment at the end of the term based on a gothic piece of literature chosen by the teacher.  

Spelling tests will be set weekly with pupils being asked to look up meanings and share with other class members on a rota basis. Literacy exercises will 
be ongoing within the lessons and as part of homework.  

Texts: Dracula by Stoker, Black Cat, Tell-Tale Heart, The Monkey’s Paw, The Lady in Black, The Raven.  

Mid Unit assessment:  

Creative writing: Descriptive gothic setting  

Reading assessment: Unseen text analysis (creation of tension) 

End of Unit assessment:  

Speaking and listening assessment  

Creative writing: Narrative prose (using the Raven as basis)  

 

Links to future learning  

Reading critically, for meaning 
and reading to infer.  

GCSE C19 texts for Literature 

 Links to prior learning: 

Creative writing  

Reading critically, for meaning and 
reading to infer  

RWCM: 

 Reading; audio books; whole class reading; paired reading and individual 
reading opportunities; popcorn reading; share reading experiences; 
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(Gothic texts e.g. Frankenstein)  

Creative writing – vary sentences 
for purpose and effect and 
selecting appropriate and 
effective vocabulary  

P.E.E paragraphs  

Speaking and listening 
assessment  

Literary techniques  

Story mountains (structure in 
literature) 

Relating texts to social, historical 
and cultural context  

Selecting relevant evidence  

P.E.E paragraphs 

Coraline – introduction to Gothic 
conventions 

Creation of tension 

Figurative language and imagery  

Writer’s choice – structure of 
chapter to create tension  

Making predictions based on 
conventions 

demonstrate pleasure in reading; identifying challenging vocabulary and 
looking up the definition; information retrieval; use of ICT for research  

Writing: discussion and modelling of writing strategies using acronyms such as 
PEEL and SQUAD;  framework provided for writing persuasively, descriptively; 
imaginatively and writing to summarise; quote explosions; opportunity to plan 
and reflect on writing (self-assessment purple pen); use of dictionary and 
thesaurus encouraged.  

Communication: class feedback and discussion sessions to communicate ideas 
verbally; using tables to organise information; communicating knowledge and 
understanding in comprehension questions, mind-maps and non-fiction 
writing; use of videos; student-led learning with pupils playing role of teachers;  
SPaG emphasis and reminders in every lesson; display of key words on PPs in 
lessons; focus on spoken language in all verbal tasks; demonstrating and 
encouraging active listening strategies such as paraphrasing, non-verbal cues 
and verbal affirmations, asking open ended questions and specific questions; 
use of ICT for specific creative tasks and research 

Mathematics: drawing graphs to trace tension, completing a Venn diagram; 
using numbers to scale (setting, character and plot development); enforcing 
time limits for activities; word limits; reading out loud –considering how pace 
affects delivery; chronology within the story.  

Cross Curricular Links: (see RWCM) Further: Drama (Raven 
performance); Art (creating front and back covers for stories);  

Strategies to Support & Stretch: audio book; word bank; sentence starters; exemplar answers; teacher modelling class work; scaffolded questioning in 
class discussions and written work and teacher-led learning; seating plan according to ability for paired activities such as think, pair, share; pictures as 
prompts; teacher support; group work for peer support; activity choice such as list making versus summative paragraphs; recap exercises; extended 
writing opportunities; learning acronyms e.g. P.E.E.L and S.Q.U.A.D (HA pupils will be encouraged to link and give further detail); self-assessment 
opportunities with marking criteria provided. 
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SMSC 

Social: Encouraging understanding of human feelings and emotions by placing them in their shoes through various 
creative empathy tasks e.g. diary writing and persuasive speech. English lessons promote cooperation and 
teamwork through being able to work in groups, listening to presentations and asking questions. Real issues 
encourage students to think about the world outside of school and give opinions on topics that may affect them in 
the future. Pupils are required to take on a role and argue a point of view. Peer assessment is an integral part of 
lessons and focused feedback is encouraged between pupils, whereby they support and encourage each other, 
reflecting and giving advice using their own method for success. Pupils are all given the opportunity to be 
independent, self-reliant and responsible for their own learning. Debate and discussion is an important aspect of 
the subject, giving logical arguments with respect, rationality and thoughtfulness. 

Moral: a focus on character development and themes encourages moral thinking through the recognition of values 
such as courage, loyalty, identity, strong relationships and self-identity.  Pupils are also able to apply fiction to real 
life scenarios with the non-fiction writing aspects.  

Spiritual: Opportunity to use different social skills in working individually, with a peer of different ability and team 
work. Opportunities for peer assessment encourage pupils to offer constructive and positive feedback which 
contributes to the creation of a respectful, democratic learning environment.  

Cultural: Through peer assessment and group work, students are introduced to different cultures, opinion and values 
they may not have encountered. .Cultural awareness of different societies in different parts of the world which 
creates tolerance and respect for and a celebration of diversity within Britain. Creative tasks set to allow pupils to 
participate resourcefully and imaginatively.   

 

Cultural Capital  

Cultural impact of gothic in society e.g. architecture 
and the arts.  

Using digital technology for research project and 
speaking and listening assessment  

Preparing and giving presentations  

Exposure to Gothic inspired films e.g. Beauty and the 
beast and The Hunchback of Notre dame.  

Contemporary gothic characters e.g. vampires in 
Twilight.  

Introduction to anthology (possibility for end of term 
writing assessment)  

   


